Sustainability Evaluation
Strengthen Your Supply Chain and Protect Your
Brand with Avetta’s Sustainability Evaluation

Your company recognizes the value of sustainability and corporate social responsibility, but
what about your supply chain? Do you know what sustainability practices your suppliers and
vendors have in place and are they aligned with yours? Avetta’s Sustainability Evaluation not
only answers these crucial questions, it empowers your suppliers to become more socially
responsible and reap the benefits of doing so.
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Send a strong signal
of your commitment to sustainable
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business practices and empower your suppliers to meet
3
and exceed expected corporate social responsibility
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standards.
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Protect
1 2 and Build
Your 3Brand Equity
Sales, stock price, and customer loyalty are directly
1 2
affected by brand reputation.
Protect your hard-earned
3
brand equity and build your reputation as a champion
of sustainable business practices.

Strengthen Your
Supply Chain
Minimize risk and ensure continuity of supply by
strengthening your supply chain with gap assessments
and guidance on how to mitigate potential vulnerabilities
using industry best practices.

Focus
On Growth
Avetta is trusted by over 300 of the largest global
companies. Let Avetta’s focus on bringing stability
to your supply chain so you can focus on growing
your business.

Sustainability Evaluation
HOW IT WORKS
Sustainability Evaluations are part of Avetta’s AuditGUARD service. These evaluations are
designed to provide clients with peace-of-mind knowing that documented sustainability
procedures are implemented. Evaluations are configurable and can include all facets of
sustainability such as corporate social responsibility, anti-bribery & corruption, labor &
employment, environment, and occupational health & safety.
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Assessment
Ensure suppliers understand their sustainability responsibilities with a
configurable questionnaire that enables them to highlight efforts toward
meeting your sustainability requirements.

Verification
Verify that supplier-reported answers comply with your sustainability
requirements with a thorough review of suppliers’ policies and procedures.
If deficiencies are identified, Avetta sustainability professionals will assist
suppliers in closing those gaps.

Demonstration
Confirm that suppliers follow documented sustainability practices by
evaluating their ability to effectively implement policies and procedures. If
requirements are not met, Avetta sustainability professionals will provide
guidance and coaching on how to implement best practices.

Learn more at avetta.com or contact us at 949-936-4500
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